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1. Where both offerors periorm benchmark test under relaxed RFP
standards, GAO finds no prejudice to either offeror and no
corrective action must be taken in instant case. However,
recormmendut;aon is made that in future when determination is
made to relax or change standards in solicitation, amendment
should be issued advising all offti-ors of such change.

2. GAO agrees with procuring agency that discussions with offeror
on date of belt and L.tnal offers as to what unit was proposed
and subsequent changing of oft-'eror's propc-al consLituted
reopening liegotiations, not mere clarifizaZion, and other offeror
should 11ave bean given further opportunity to discuss. Therefore,
another roond (if beat and fanal offers should be requested to
cure deficiency in procurement.

The Social Security Administration (BSA Jaltimore, Maryland,
issued request for proposals (FtFP) No. SSA-RFP-76-0244 for the delivery
and installation of oiix 37.5 KVA uninterruptible power supply units.

Of the three proposals which were received in response to the
Rvp?, the proposals of Elgar Corporation (Elgar) and Emerson Electric
Co. (Emerson) were foauind to be technically acceptable.

Elgar basi protested the award of a contract to any firm other
than itself for variods roasotic which wilt be discussed below. The
procurement has progressed to the stage that best and final offers
have been submitted and SSA is currently wtthholding award pending
our decisiont.

I1,

Elgar'st Initial 'Jasia of protest is that Emerson was granted
an extension kof time to successfully perform a preaward benchmark
test required by the RFP and, therefore, gained an unfair cost
advantage over Elgar, which performed the benchmark within the time
required.
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The RFP provided as follows regarding the benchmark testing;

"PROVISION FOR PRE-AWARD BENCIMARK AND PRE.-SHIPHENT
TESTINS

"The Social Security Administration reserves the
right to perform a pre-pward benchinaik in no less
than 10 days and nso more than 45 days from the date
of proposal subndsoion fox the eqwipment proposed in
accordance with the roandalory requirements of this
RFP, The SSA also reserves the right to perforna
pre-shipsent test on all equipment 'irior to release
of that equipment from the manutactupers! facilities.
All testing will be in accordance with the. mandatory
testing requirements stated in thip PFP and will be
performed with calibrated and certified testing equip-
ment provided by the proposer and/or awardee, In all
instances where a benchmark or pte-shipment test is
conducted it will be done by the manufacturer at his
expense with SSA representatives on-site utilizing
the manufacturers' test equipment and personnel. The
Government albo reserves the right to use an independent
consultant for the purpose of the benchmark and testing,"'

The closing date for receipt of proposals was March 12, 1976.
Therefore, as Issued, the RFP required the benchmark tnsting to be
conducted by April 26, 1976. In its proposal, hnerioon requested an
extension of 15 days to conduct the benchmark or a total of 60 days
from the submission of proposals. On March 22, 1976, the contracting
officer advised Hlgar and Emerson that the benchmarking would be con-
ducted with their respective firms on April 1 and 2 and April 9 and 3.0.
Those dates were established, according to the contracting officer,
on the expeatation that perhaps ErneL'son could produce the equipment
proposed prior to the date that Emerson had proposed for availability.

On April 1 and 2, Elgar performed the benchmark teat. When
SSA personnel were visiting the Emerson plant on April 7 and 8 to
test another piece of equipment in conjunction with a different
solicitation, Emerson advised that the equipment for the instant
solicitation would not be available tor testing on tpril 9 and 10.
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Thereafter, the contracting officer determfned to extend the
testAos'period forl Emerson until Hay 12, 19768 in order to promote
competition, becauqe the exclusion of Lmerson would have left only
one offeror for award consideration, This waivercof the 10- to 45-
day requirement was\conditioned on Emerson paying the cost of the
extra trip of the benchmark testing ,teaam to the Emerson facility
which Emerson did. Pn May 12, 1976, 'the benchmark was performed
and Emerson's equipment was found technically acceptable with the
exception that the unit tested was a 50 KVA as opposed to the required
37.5 KVA. Since the ±10 KVA exceeded the agency's needs, it wgas
acceptable to SSA.

Elgarlcontends that in order to meet the 45-day time limit
for benchmark testing, it incurred extraordinary costs such eai
overtluie, special fabrication and test setup, which due to the
extension, Emerson did not have to incur, thus giving Emerson u
potential cost advantage.

In the report to our Office on the protest, the contracting
officer gave the following justification for granting thn. extension
to Errerson:

"'As previously inciicared, the contiacting officer
elected to grant an et.tension beyond the time set
for the completion of the benchmark testing in the
interest of promoting competiticn and to provide an
othetwisa responsible firm the opportunity to
demonstrate ito capability to meet the Government's
requirements. In a negotiated procurement, the con-
tract:ing officer has considerable latitude In changing
or rbiaxing the'requirements of an RFP, provided, of
courses that each offeror is afforded an equal oppor-
tunity to make proposal adjustments to the change.

11n the instant case, the contracting officer was
obviously unable to grant a comparable extension to
Elgart since Elgar's equipment had been satisfactorily
tested before the decision had been made to extend
the tenting period. Notwithstanding the fact that on
earlier drcition may have been more favorable to Eigar,
the contracting officer is satisfied based on a
reexamination of the facts, that the decision was proper,
in the best interest of the Government, and made in
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accordance wit}, the discretion permitted hit
within the context of a negotiated procurement."

The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Grants and Proturement
Management of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
in commeitipg on the issue concludef'rthat by granting the extension
to Emerson, the appearance of preferential treatment is given,
However, since there Is no evidence that the results would have
changed if an eztension had been granted to both parties, the
conclusion is reached that steps will be taken in the future to
guard against these occurrences but no corrective action should be
taken in the instant case.

While the record indicates that Emerson4 was granted an extencion
of time to perform the benchmark, we also note that Elgar was granted
certain leeway during the benchmark. Elgar's unit failed to comply
with the RYP requirements irs, the following areas:

1. Harmonic Distortion was measured at 16.2 percent,
while the RFP called for a maximum of 10 percent,

2. The voltage transient from 50-percent load to fuxl-
rated load and back to 50-percent load was recorded
at 9 percent, The REP required a maximum of 8 percent.

3. The voltage transient from normal battery operation to
return of utility power was recorded at 4 percent;
however, the 1FP required a maximum of 2 percent.

4. The efficiency of the equipment tested was 77.5 per-
cent and the RUF' required a minimum efficiency of
83 percent.

Following the benchmark, Elgar submitted a letter to the con-
tracting officer stating that the variances would be corrected if
the contract was awarded to Elgar and advising that it was aware
of the penalty clauses relating to the failure of the unit to comply
with the minimum efficiency of 83 percent. The RFP provided that if
the unit failed to meet the 83-percent efficiency rating, the price
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of each unit would be rcd'zced According to a formula set forth
in the RFP,

Therefore, soviithstanding the failures of Emerson to
complete the benchmark within the time required and Elgar u.a comply
with all requiremsents, the ront.ccting officer considered both pro-
posals technically acceptxqle,

The determination of whether a"Wproposal is technically
acceptable A;nd within the, competitive range is a matter of administra-
tive dimcretion which yill not be disturbed absent a clear showing
that the determination wras arbitrary or unreasonable, 52 Comp, Con.
382, 385'(3972). Whare both offerors were allowed to perform the
bernhmpvk test under rebixed standards to prove their proposals
technically acueptabli we do not find either to have been prejudiced
so as to require corre'tive action. 'fodevev, we believe that in
the future; steps should be taken to assure that standards net forth
in a solicitation are applied as stattd or that an amendment be Issued
to all offerora advising them of the relaxation or change.

Secondly, Eigar argues that Emerson has failed to comply with
the portion of the RFP which required the item being offered to be
a standard catalog model iith-published specifications available,
The contracting officer has adviaed our Office that he has a copy
of the Emercon Catalog Specificatton Sheet which shows published
specificatior.s for the model offered by Emerson. Therefore, we find
no merit to this portion of the protest,

Finally, Elgar contends that discussions which SSA personnel
had with Emerson on the date for submission of beat and final ofJX:ra
constituted a reopenirg of negotiations without a similar opportunity
being extended to Elgnr.

The record indicates that on May 21, 1976, negotiations
were conducted with both offerors and June 4, 1976, wps established
as the daoe for submission of best and final offers. On June 4,
1976, when an Emerson representative delivered the best and final
offer, mention was made to an SSA representative that Emerson 'lay
proposing a 37.5 KVA unit. The SSA repiesuntative advised that
Emerson had to propose a 50 KVA unit as that was the unit bench-
marked and that the best and final offer as then written would
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be found technically unacceptable, Thereafter the Emerson
representative took the still sealed proposal to another room and
changed the 37,5 KVA unit to the 50 KVA unit and then submitted
the proposal to SSAv

The contracting officer views the discussion with Emerson
an a clarification rather than negotiations which did not require
further discussions with Elgar, HEW has4 advised our Offire that it
views the above occurrence as a reopening of discussions and recom-
mends that in order to correct any disadvantage to Elgar another
round of beat and final offers be requested.

We agree with the recommendation because the discussion with
Emerson was more than a mere clarification B i-,ie it resulted in
Emerson changing the basic item it was proposing, Therefore, we
believe another round of best and final offers is required to cure
the deficiencies of the prior procurement action.

Doputi. Comptroller enela>
of th, United States
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